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Abstract: In this survey, we discuss the evolution of distributed computing from the utility computing to the fog computing, various research 

challenges for the development of fog computing environments, we spotlight on the architectures of fog computing systems, technologies for 

enabling fog, fog computing features, security and privacy of fog, the QoS parameters, applications of fog, and give critical insights of various 

works done on this domain. However, current social sensing services depend on Internet connectivity since the services are deployed on central 

Cloud platforms. In many circumstances, Internet connectivity is constrained, for instance when a natural disaster causes Internet outages or 

when people do not have Internet access due to economical reasons. Finally, we provide a thorough discussion on the future scopes and open 

research areas in fog computing as an enabler for the next generation computing paradigm. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Situation-aware applications use data streams from 
sensors to provide useful services to users or other 
applications. With the proliferation of sensors deployed in the 
surrounding world, e.g., through the Internet of things, the 
potential of such applications is reaching new dimensions. 
Recently, research focus has been expanded from traditional 
fixed sensor deployments toward social sensing [1]. Cloud 
computing brings virtualization capabilities and massive 
datacenters facilities to IoT, so that users can take advantage 
of outsourcing services (e.g. no need to deal with data 
processing and storage issues). [2] However, it is widely 
accepted the fact that cloud is not enough. Indeed,  

IoT services demand a new computing approach to 
handle services requiring low latency. Fog computing [3] was 
proposed as a new paradigm aiming at bringing computing, 
storage and network capabilities closer to the end-users, 
hence suitable for services with strong latency requirements. 
Fog computing has been proposed as an extension and 
complementary solution to cloud computing, leveraging a 
highly virtualized platform located at the edge of the 
network. Fog, as a concept, introduces some specific 
characteristics, such as low-latency, location awareness, 
redistribution, increased data security and real-time 
processing. Nevertheless, the whole services scenario might 
not be fully covered. In fact, some services may demand the 
low latency provided by fog and, simultaneously, the high 
processing capability offered by cloud data centers. 
Therefore, it seems reasonable to design a computing 
scenario where fog and cloud can work in a cooperative way, 
thus providing the required capacities to support such 
services. Some preliminary approaches have been developed, 

such as the Open Fog Consortium [4] and the Fog-to-Cloud 
(F2C). F2C has been recently proposed aiming at achieving 
the coordination of the localization provided by fog and the 
centralization provided by cloud, thus driving substantial 
benefits to IoT in terms of management, service allocation, 
mobility, high processing and low-latency, among others. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Authors in [5] propose identity-based authentication for 
cloud which helps prevent unauthorized users get private 
information although the proposal has key escrow problem 
and cannot be applied in F2C architecture. The work in [6] 
proposes a two-three factor mutual authentication based 
biometrics, passwords and user-id for client-cloud side, but 
these proposals do not consider the limited computation and 
storage at client devices. The work in [7] combines cloud 
computing with software defined network, proposing a 
security policy decision system to enhance the intrusion 
detection system, by using an SDN controller, Switch and 
VIDS to query a database and thus setting some defense 
mechanisms in cloud. However, that proposal is not designed 
for F2C or for fog, and thus it does not provide security for 
communication and authentication on such scenarios. 
Authors in [8] propose a biometric authentication for cloud 
storage that certainly does not consider the limited 
computation and storage capacities in devices at the edge. In 
[9], authors provide cloud security with identity-based 
encryption, MD5 and a trusted third party although their 
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work has key escrow problem. Work in [10] proposes an 
AES encryption and MD5 for achieving cloud security 
between users and cloud. Unfortunately that proposal is 
shown to be not efficient for devices with low computation 
and storage capacities. 

The architecture proposed in [11] constructs a horizontal 
IoT SDN-based built upon 4 layers:  

i. Device layer, constituted by the sensors for data 
collection; 

ii. Communication layer, formed by routers and SDN-
gateways;  

iii. Computing layer, where a controller provides 
accounting and billing mechanisms; and  

iv. Service layer, enabling the developers and operators 
to program SDN-controllers in order to deploy IoT. 

v.  services. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. PRIVACY  

The privacy leakage of user information in IoT 
environments, such as data, location, and usage, is attracting 
the attention of the research com-munity. The resource-
constrained IoT devices lack the ability to encrypt or decrypt 
generated data, which makes it vulnerable to an adversary. 
Another privacy issue is the location privacy that can be used 
to infer the IoT device’s location. Several IoT applications 
are location-based services, especially mobile computing 
applications. An adversary can infer the IoT device’s location 
based on the communication patterns. The last privacy issue 
is the protection of a user’s usage pattern of some generated 
data by IoT devices, such as in the smart grid. For instance, 
the readings of smart meters can reveal many usage patterns 

of IoT clients, such as how many people live in the 
household, when they turn on the TV, or when they are at 
home. Many privacy-preserving schemes have been proposed 
in different IoT applications such as smart grids, healthcare 
systems, and vehicle ad hoc networks. However, the 
resource-con-strained IoT devices limit the techniques that 
can be used to deliver efficient and effective privacy-
preserving schemes. 

IV. FOG-BASED SOCIAL SENSING ARCHITECTURE 

In the following, we give an overview of the emerging 
Fog Computing architecture. We point out that the Fog 
infrastructure can be completely heterogeneous. Social 
sensing on Fog has to be able to cope with the heterogeneity 
provided in the available resources. 

Figure 2 on the top layer, the traditional Cloud data center 
is depicted, being deployed in the core of the network and 
only reachable via Internet connections. Such data centers are 
characterized by using standardized, o‚-the-shelf computing 
resources, and a virtualization layer that allows for an 
elective utilization of the resources and a pay-as-you-go 
business model. In the middle layer, a number of 
heterogeneous Fog nodes are geographically distributed 
deployed at the edge of the network. This means, that Fog 
nodes can be locally reachable by connected devices nearby, 
even if the Internet is not available.  

Component  Primitive Parameters 

Cloud publish topic, message 

 subscribe topic, message handler 

Fog on sensor connection sensor node 

 on fog connection fog node 

 on cloud connection cloud node 

 query specific sensor sensor node, query 

 query all sensors no. of answers, query 

 publish topic, message 

 subscribe topic, message handler 

V. API OF THE CLOUD COMPONENT. 

A. Publish:  

Cloud component can publish to a specific topic, which 
serves as the medium of sending message to fog nodes. 
Subscribe: Cloud Component can subscribe to messages 
published to the specified topic by a connected Fog 
Component, and specify a handler function to be called when 
such a message arrives. 

B. API of the Fog Component. 

1. On sensor connection: Called when a sensor 
connects to the Fog node. Be corresponding Sensor 
Component is registered in the Fog Component, so 
that future queries can be directed to that Sensor 
Component. In the registration process, context 
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information of the sensor is exchanged, e.g., the 
location, and whether other neighboring Sensor 
Components are reachable by the connecting Sensor 
Component. 

2. Query specific sensor: Primitive for querying a 
specific Sensor Component. Query can be a 
continuous query formulated in a Stream Processing 
or a Complex Event Processing query language, but 
also a one-time query that requires manual action by 
the social sensor, e.g., taking a photo of a specific 
scene or reporting how many persons are in the social 
sensor’s vicinity. 

VI. API OF THE SENSOR COMPONENT 

On specific query: Handler called when Sensor 
Component receives a query. If it is a continuous query, it 
installs the query, processes the sensed data accordingly and 
publishes results to the given topic. If it is a one-time query 
that requires manual action by the social sensor, it starts the 
appropriate routine, e.g., a message on the display of a smart 
phone 

Fog Component Algorithm: Safety Issues  

procedure Init 

subscribe(OK, on ok callback) 

safeList  fg .( People this node knows are OK) 

end procedure 

procedure on ok callback(p) 

if  p < safe List then 

publish(OK; p) .(publish phone# to OK people topic) 

safe list  safe List [ fpg] 

end if 

end procedure 

procedure on sensor connection(sensor ) 

query specific  sensor ¹sensor; MARK SELF OK 

end procedure 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Cloud computing, but specially fog computing and the re-
cent F2C computing paradigms are imposing new security 
challenges. This paper focuses on the security issues in F2C 
computing, showing that isolated fog and cloud security 
solutions are not sufficient to guarantee a secure F2C 
coordinated management, and illustrating them in terms of 
authentication delay. We propose an SDN-based security 
architecture leveraging master/slave strategies enriched with 
the deployment of distributed controllers. In these 
architecture controllers helps decrease delay authentication 
time in both fog and cloud communications. We illustrate the 
fact that our architecture can be applied to critical 
infrastructures to authenticate components with low 

processing delay. More-over, the proposed architecture helps 
different CIs communicate in a coordinated, manageable and 
secure way by using distributed centralized controllers. Many 
challenges remain yet unsolved, hence further research must 
be devoted in the coming future to accommodate the 
expected highly demanding requirements. 
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